
Our future is
Human centric 



Tomorrow, 
Today
THE COMPANY

The company of tomorrow will need to find and
recruit the best skills and talents without geographic limits 
to be even more agile and responsive. Having the flexibility 
to adapt and respond quickly to business challenges and critical
world events (economic, climate, health, etc.).



Employee mobility and the establishment of regional organizations
is the solution for better productivity and the ability to reach our
collective ecological target.

Evolution of our companies has an impact on ways of working and
involves all departments to be efficient and productive.

To achieve this, we should encourage relationship performance
through intuitive, immersive, collaborative solutions will drive better
human communication and enhance our natural desire to be together.



The UCAYA agency, created in 2007 in Nantes, is behind la Vitre.
Determined to recruit the best talents, it expanded between Nantes,
Paris and Marseille. The agency rapidly felt the need to be together to
perform and set about finding a remote tool that promotes open
communication, collaboration, creativity, cohesion and generates
individual efficiency.

This tool did not exist so the agency created it ! 
This is how la Vitre was born.

Be together,
be efficient ! 
LA VITRE "AS A SERVICE"



A quality communication is a
determining factor in the success 
of projects. 

La Vitre allows to better perceive 
our interlocutor and the non-verbal
communication essential to the
understanding with an optimal audio
quality to facilitate the exchange and
to maintain the attention. 

These factors combined with the
human dimension have a positive
impact on the organization, planning
and creativity of teams for better
productivity.

RELATIONSHIP
PERFORMANCE

BETTER
MEMORIZING

INCREASED
PERCEPTION
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ATTENTION

NON VERBAL
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TO IMPROVE 
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

ACTIVE 
LISTENING



A natural way to be
together
la Vitre is a window permanently open to people,
places and ideas to share.



la Vitre promotes spontaneous exchanges, 
abolishes distances, connects separated people 
and offers direct access to new people, and places. 
It enables better communication in a more natural 
and fluid way.

ERASE DISTANCES,
ENRICH REALITY



One solution 
for all your
business

CONSULTING,  EXPERTISE

INFORMATION,  RECEPTION

WORKSPACE,  OPERATION

EDUCATION,  TRAINING

HOSPITALITY,  JANITORIAL

HEALTH,  ELDERS

RETAIL,  MALL

EVENT,  WORKSHOP



CONSULTING
EXPERTISE RECEPTION

INFORMATION
OPERATION
WORKSPACE

TRAINING
EDUCATION

Physically go anywhere 
for your customers

Keep informed your visitors, 
your travelers, your users

Follow the progress 
of a project directly 
with your teams

Really present 
to your audiences



ELDERS
HEALTH

JANITORIAL
HOSPITALITY

MALL
RETAIL

WORKSHOP
EVENT

Treat cases that do not
require patient contact

Efficiently inform the clientele
of several hotels at any time 
of the day or night

Personally accompany your
customers in their purchases 

Teleport your speakers
anywhere is your audience



Simply natural
interactions



All day long Call  out  with a  knock-knock

Share your screens

Exchange in your preferred language

Brainstorm your ideas and projects

Improve team power with informal
gatherings & meetings

Stay invis ible at  al l  t imes



9:30 10:30 11 :00 15:00 16:00



Knock-Knock
The simplicity of a
Knock-Knock to draw
someone’s attention,
ask a question, drink a
coffee…

Share
Share your computer,
tablet and mobile
screens to the pace 
of a conversation

Lipstick
Leave a word, 
a note, 
a good news

Instant
Translation &
Transcription

More than 30
languages for an
immediate
traduction. Speak in
your own language,
your interlocutor
will be able to read
what you’re saying
throughout your
speach.

Whiteboard
Capture your
images, your
screens and work
together on your
whiteboard to
annotate, set up a
Workflow, establish
a SWOT,
brainstorm

Chut...
From both sides of
the window,
everybody can
decide to have a
little tranquility like
they would simply
close the blinds.
Staying physically
present, as a blur, a
silhouette…



Distance 
brings them closer



Do the same by putting
human back 
to the heart of your
communication



Chat 
 https://lavitre.fr

LinkedIn
la Vitre

E-mail
   hello@lavitre.fr

Questions,
need informations ?
Feel free to contact us ! 

https://lavitre.fr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/11869219
http://lavitre.fr/



